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Curatorial Introduction
Our networked digital age is oversaturated with imagery and ideas that
are constantly circulated, appropriated and born anew. With the easy
accessibility of portable online devices, and the incessant reposting,
retweeting and memeing of online content that this enables, the barrier
between the virtual and actual worlds is becoming porous. The Internet is
ever-present, and users interact with content that is increasingly mediated,
and with increasing immediacy and speed. This digital mode of engagement
characterises our interactions with the world, and as such it is impossible to
ignore it in discussions around contemporary art and the work that artists are
making now.
This exhibition explores the notion of the copy in this context, looking at art
that takes an existing idea to create new originals, or challenges its existing
meanings and histories. Through acts of mimicry and appropriation, as well
as impersonation, re-performance or reiteration, the thirteen selected artists
and collectives investigate the ‘cover version’ and its subversive potential
within the digital age.
Using mediums ranging from sound art and video to photography and
installation, these artists draw upon the histories of music, popular culture
and the internet, ethnography and the natural world. New site-specific
commissions highlight the discourse in the context of regional Victoria, from
robotic art works in golden canola fields to community choirs that interpret
the SAM Collection and the museum architecture musically.
A series of fluid, intersecting ideas informs the works in this exhibition.
In the natural world animals use mimicry as a mode of camouflage for
the purposes of survival, a mode echoed in technological simulations. In
music, the cover version is realised as the re-performance, sampling or
development of an existing piece towards an expanded version or new
original. In popular culture, the performing and visual arts, impersonation is
often used for social commentary, political subversion and the construction
of identity. And in the online domain the appropriation, alteration and viral
dissemination of web-based content is used as both homage and critique.
Anna Briers, Curator

Arthur Merric Boyd (ceramicist) Neil
Douglas (decorator)
An Earthenware Charger (c.1948–58)
image: Jamie Durrant

mimicry in nature and technology.
Arthur Merric Boyd (ceramicist) Neil Douglas (decorator)
An Earthenware Charger (c.1948–58)

This earthenware charger from the SAM Collection was created by two artists who
were partners in, and worked at, Arthur Merric Boyd (AMB) Pottery. The decorator, Neil
Douglas, was known for his loose yet expressive painting style of Australian landscape
and animals.
A charger is a large plate used in full course dinners. It is larger than a standard dinner
plate, under which they sit, and is not traditionally used to serve food. With a purely
decorative function, the charger mimics the form of a functional plate.
Boyd and Douglas’ charger features an image of a lyrebird nestled in the feather-like fern
fronds of the rainforest. The lyrebird is known for its ability to mimic natural and artificial
sounds, including chainsaws and the call of other birds. The male lyrebird’s tail is equally
impressive, with magnificent tail feathers displayed during courtship. The combination of
16 feathers (two long slender lyrates at the centre of the plume, two broader medians on
the outside edges and twelve filamentaries between them) was said to look like a Lyre (a
small harp-like stringed instrument) hence the name lyrebird.

activity
one.

Research Neil Douglas’ work. Using his illustrative style as
a source of inspiration, design a circular motif featuring
an Australian animal that could be applied to a range of
functional ceramic ware.

Both Boyd and Douglas are listed as creators of the work.
Collaboration is an contemporary approach to art making. Research
and make a list of artists / groups that are known for collaborating i.e,
Gilbert and George, Marina Abromovic and Ulay.... List is many as you
can find.
Work collaboratively with someone in your class and create an artwork

activity
two.

Maria Fernanda Cardoso in collaboration with Ross Rudesch Harley
Hojas y Ramas, Leaves and Branches (2010)
image: the artist
Perfectly camouflaged to resemble their home, viewers could easily miss the delicate movements
of the stick insects captured in Maria Fernanda Cardoso’s Hojas y Ramas, Leaves and Branches.
The patient observer is privy to the stick insect’s world, and their gentle progress is a satisfying
reward, but to a predator or passer-by, they go unnoticed and invisible. Cardoso’s work explores
the way nature mimics nature in order to survive.

activity.

Take a walk and really study the environment of your school, street or town.
What is hidden? What goes unnoticed? In what ways are animals, objects
and infrastructure camouflaged and why? Create a series of photographs of
the camouflage techniques you discover.
As a class, create an installation of small sculptures of imagined insects
using their home (natural or artificial) as your art making materials.

Michael Candy
Synthetic Pollenizer (2017)
image: the artist

Michael Candy
Synthetic Pollenizer (2017)

Michael Candy is a new media artist who makes kinetic sculptures and art machines.
His Synthetic Pollenizer is both. Located in Victoria’s food bowl (a region reliant on bees
for pollination of crops and orchards), Candy’s Synthetic Pollinizer mimics nature by
attracting and rewarding (with honey water) a bee and depositing pollen on the it before
it takes flight again. Considering the ongoing concerns about the decline of global bee
populations, Candy’s mimicry of this natural process highlights the relationships between
bee, flower, farmer and consumer.

activity.

What is Utopia?

Read: Richard Brautigan’s 1967 poem All Watched Over By Machines Of
Loving Grace
https://allpoetry.com/All-Watched-Over-By-Machines-Of-Loving-Grace
This poem ‘describes a technological utopia in which machines improve
and protect the lives of humans.’
Write a piece of poety that describes your perfect world. Create an
illustration to visualise the utopia that you have described.

LOUD+SOFT
Turning the Tables (1997–)
performance in Reinventing the
Wheel: The Readymade Century,
Monash University Museum of
Art, Melbourne (2013)
image: the artists

mimicry as re-performance
or reiteration.

LOUD+SOFT
Turning the Tables (1997–)
performance in Reinventing the Wheel: The Readymade Century, Monash University
Museum of Art, Melbourne (2013)
Turning the Tables is a sculptural and performative work that relies on disruption and chance to
produce unique versions or remixes of a composition. Visitors to the gallery will hear new versions
of recorded music determined not by the artists, but by chance. Turning the Tables is an idiom;
as the title for this work the idiom creates/promotes a binary relationship between the original
composer and the artists. The title also highlights the technology in use with clear links to the use
of turntables in remixes, mashups and urban/hip hop/rap music that appropriates or samples riffs,
loops and beats in the creation of new music.

activity
one.

In the 1970’s, DJs experimented with manipulating music
by playing vinyl records on two turntables. It was from these
beginnings that hip hop developed and became known as the
first popular music genre based on the art of sampling. Find a
contemporary song that uses sampling and research the sources
of the samples used. Why is sampling seen as controversial both
legally and musically?

Like LOUD+SOFT, Surrealist artists employed chance and
disruption in their creative pursuits. One such technique
- Exquisite Corpse – is a collaborative drawing technique.
Research this technique and in small groups, attempt your own.

activity
two.

mimicry to subvert constructs of
gender, sexuality and ethnicity

The Kingpins
VERSUS (2001)
image: the artist

The Kingpins are a collective of four female artists - Angelica Mesiti b.1976, Técha
Noble b.1977, Emma Price b.1975, and Katie Price b.1978 - who use humour and
subversion to explore themes of gender and sexuality associated with music video
clips. VERSUS (2001) is a drag cover of the 1986 Run DMC cover (or mash-up)
of the 1975 Aerosmith song, Walk This Way. The Kingpins’ drag king addition to
this sequence of reinterpretations includes mimicry not only of gender but of the
aesthetics of music video clips.

activity.

Capture still images of contemporary music video clips. Select
a range and as a class, discuss how gender and sexuality are
portrayed. Using parody, restage and photograph the still image
in order to subvert the original messages.

In discussing The Kingpins artwork with students, key terms include:
Satire: the use of humour, irony, exaggeration, or ridicule to expose and criticize
people's stupidity or vices, particularly in the context of contemporary politics
and other topical issues.
Popular culture: culture based on the tastes of ordinary people rather than an
educated elite.
Pastiche: an artistic work in a style that imitates that of another work, artist, or
period.
Parody: an imitation of the style of a particular writer, artist, or genre with
deliberate exaggeration for comic effect.
Subversion: the undermining of the power and authority of an established
system or institution.
Drag: the impersonation of a gender stereotype, including wearing clothing
more conventionally worn by the opposite sex. Drag is generally considered to
be men wearing women's clothes (Drag Queen), but inclusive of Drag Kings.
Drag can also extend to impersonating more widely (for example, The Kingpins
‘drag’ music video clips)

Yuki Kihara
Culture for Sale (2014)
image: the artist and Milford
Galleries, Dunedin, New Zealand

Yuki Kihara
Culture for Sale (2014)

Kihara was born in Sãmoa and is of mixed Sãmoan and Japanese heritage.
Having migrated to New Zealand in 1989, her work explores colonial
histories and ideas that are both challenging and confronting in a postcolonial context.

Culture for Sale relies heavily on relational aesthetics as the viewer plays an
active role as a participant in the interpretation of this work. The audience
is forced to question their position and authority in acquiring culture as
commodity, voyerism, tourism. However, in order to engage with the work
we are required to insert money, by doing this, we are contributing to the
very binary relationship we would contest.
Yuki Kihara’s interactive video installation mimics the German Völkerschauen
or Human Zoo – a pay-per-view form of ‘entertainment’ in which indigenous
peoples – including Sãmoan men, women and children - were performers.
Kihara’s work grew out of a residency in Germany, where the artist
investigated museum archives and research materials relating to the German
administration of Sãmoa from 1900 until 1914.

Using the Cultural Analytical Framework research and discuss
how this artwork is reflective of a colonial context. Provide visual
evidence to back up your discussion.
Using the Contemporary Analytical Framework to discuss the
choice of materials, subject matter and display in Culture for
Sale.

vce art
discussion.

mimicry in popular- culture
and the internet

Soda_Jerk
The Was (2011)
image: the artists

activity
one.

Study Richard Hamilton's 1956 collage, Just What Is It That Makes
Today's Homes so different, so appealing? What message does this work
communicate? Create a contemporary version of a living room interior
using Photoshop or hand-collaged found images.

The Avalanches are an electronic music group formed in Melbourne in 1997. Soda_Jerk is a
two person art collective that formed in Sydney in 2002. Their collaboration, The Was, is a
sample based video drawn from cinematic clips, with music that forms a ‘part experimental
film, part music video and concept album.’ Soda_Jerk use ‘sampling as an alternate form of
history-making’ and The Avalanches use sampling in the creation of new music. Sampling
enables the endless recycling of compositions, frames, themes, characters, action, that
are known and familiar, and yet through this montage, they acquire a new meaning and
message. The formal structure of narrative is loosely followed and yet disrupted.

As a class, discuss the following:
Whilst watching The Was did you attempt to decipher a narrative? Is there
a narrative?
What did you notice about the setting or environment?
Did you recognise any of the original films? Does it matter if you didn’t?
Does copyright apply to this work? and if so, how? Find evidence to
support your argument.

activity
two.
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